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Sector investment to 

reach £75 billion by 2025.
[Knight Frank 2019 Report]



What rate of returns can I expect from Buy-to-
Let's, when compared to banks?
How do I invest in property if I don't have time or
don't know where and how to?
What type of property should I invest in?
How can I create a portfolio?
Is it safe to invest in property now?
What does financial freedom look like?
How can I leave a legacy for my children?
How can I have a good income when I retire?

Hello and congratulations on receiving this guide.
Advice around property investing can sometimes
feel overwhelming and complicated but it doesn't
need to be. I have created this guide to provide you
with this information to help you become a savvy
property investor armed with all the key facts and
knowledge you will need to get started. 

Too often investment advice is circling around terms
such  as yields and ROI (return on investment), which
can get confusing for many people, especially
because it can mean different things to different
people. In this guide you will find the information
that is relevant in the current marketplace, what to
look out for and why Buy-to-Let investment is one of
the best wealth building strategy. 

I often get investors asking us questions such as:

My advice around these questions is always based
around understanding your long term goals and
desired lifestyle. Buy-to-Let is the single most
powerful wealth building strategy that has helped
many investors reach their goals whether it was for
financial security, passive income or travelling
around the world! This all starts with a conversation. I
highly encourage you to book a 20 minute free
consultation call by emailing  us  and quoting  
Buy-to-Let' in the subject of the email . 

I hope you find the advice in this guide useful and
helps provide you with answer's to some of the
questions you may have around investing in Buy-to-
Let's.  I want to congratulate you on taking this initial
step and I look forward to speaking to you about any
questions you may have.

Who we are
PropertyWiser helps busy

professionals secure their financial
future and grow their wealth by
investing in property completely

hands-free to live a life with
freedom and choice.

Important Notice
The content of this guide has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. It is important to understand
that as with all investments of this type your Capital is at Risk. For more information and questions you might have, please call our investment team.
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ABOUT US

Managing Director and 
Property Trader

Manit Pitroda

Arrange a 20 min Free
Consultation call by emailing us:  

info@propertywiser.co.uk 



The PropertyWiser Buy-to-Let (BTL) Investment
Guide is published to provide an insight into the
property sector and so that investors can make
informed decisions about their investment to
establish long term financial security, freedom
and choice. 

The document starts with an overview of
Property Investment as a concept, where we
examine and compare the reasons why
investors are choosing property as their
investment vehicle  and  the journey investors
are taking to secure financial freedom or to
fund early retirement.

The wider guide covers why investors choose
Buy-to-Let as their strategy to grow their
portfolio. The guide cover's various tips and
best practice's for BTL investments, a snapshot
of the current UK market as well as answer's to
some of the common questions that investors
might ask us. All of this information is designed
to support ongoing investment research whilst
also breaking down how BTL investment can
be adapted to medium and long-term
strategies. 

We also provide guidance around your next

steps, whether that’s taking the first step into

property investment or taking a property

portfolio to the next level. Finally the guide

cover's the top 5 reason's to invest in Buy-

to-Let's now along with a summary of the

report.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY 

Don't wait to buy real estate.

Buy real estate and wait.
[Robert G. Allen]



'Rental Income' paid by tenants, 
'Capital Appreciation' (increase in value over
time) and 
'Rental Appreciation' (increase in value in line
with inflation). 

With an ever increasing demand for homes in
the UK, property investment still remains as a
versatile and reliable investment choice for
many. 

When comparing to other asset classes,
property investment gives the benefit of 3
income streams: 

People often forget the Rental Appreciation, and
especially whilst house prices may go down,
very often, the rental values may still remain at
market value. 
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INTRODUCTION
Property  Investment  as  an  asset  c lass

Compound interest is the

8th Wonder of the

World!
[Albert Einstein]

To top it off, when we compare the power of
'Leverage' when it comes to investing in
Property, it blows off other asset classes out of
the water.

In no other asset class, will you be able to invest
in an income-generating asset or property worth
£100,000 with only £25,000 of your own money.
Try asking the banks to lend you £75,000 to
invest in stocks and shares!

A £75,000 loan from a bank today, will be worth
a lot less in the future due to inflation, and this is
where the magic of compounding and capital
appreciation plays it's part.

We believe property to be the most stable asset
class over the long term. 



A Buy-To-Let (BTL), also referred to as single let
is a property that has been let out for rent for a
single person or family. The property of this sort
would usually be in the form of a 2 bed or 3 bed
terrace, and 2 bed or 3 bed semi-detached in
some occasions. 

It comes as little surprise that smart investors
choose to place their money in BTL's as a long
term wealth building strategy for passive income
and financial freedom. This type of investment is
particularly attractive for the kind of returns you
can receive on your capital (or the amount of
money invested). 

Property market play's a key role in maintaining
the economy of any country. The crash in 1990's
and 2008 were the last of the greatest
investment opportunities at the time. With the
Coronavirus pandemic, and slowdown in the
economy, the market is swiftly changing its
course and turning into a buyer's market. The
year's 2020 to 2023 are likely to be the greatest
buying opportunity of this decade. Most savvy
investors that purchased discounted properties
in the last economic crash have already
benefited from the capital appreciation of the
properties which has seen prices double in the
last 10 years. 
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WHY INVEST IN BUY-TO-LET 'S
Buy-to-Let  Investments

SUMMARY OF F INDINGS

Property prices in the UK
double every 10 years. 

The long term sector growth is
stable and upward trend.

In two decades, house prices
have grown 198% on average

East midlands provides an
exciting prospect for investing.

Places in East Midlands such as Leicester and
Nottingham have seen an increasing demand
from investors due to it's growth according to
the House price index report from Zoopla in April
2020. The midlands also benefit's from it's ability
to maintain a higher level of capital appreciation
when compared to growing cities further north
such as Sheffield and Leeds which are also
desirable hot spots for investors. 

Whether you choose to invest local to your area,
or further away, BTL investment is one of the
best strategies to invest in property. I cover
some of the reasons for this in the next page. 

The market value of

Property in the UK

is £1,662bn, representing 

21% of total net wealth.
[British Property Federation]



Constant demand
As a smart investor, you want to ensure there is
always a demand for similar properties  in order
to continue building a portfolio. BTL investment
properties have been identified as always in
demand which is fantastic news for investors.

Cashflow 
With a Buy-to-Let investment, you can be sure
that sudden changes in the economy will not
drastically affect the amount of rental income
you are receiving. It is essentially a recession-
proof strategy. 

Low Maintenance
One of the biggest advantages of a BTL is that
the maintenance on the property is minimal
other than the yearly checks most of which can
be outsourced. 

Low Management Cost
Since BTL's are let out to a single person or
family, there is no requirement to constantly look
for tenants if they chose to leave after 3 months.
Letting agents understand BTL's require less
management and therefore charge a lower fee
for finding tenants and management of the
property. 

No Voids / Less Tenant Turnaround
A typical resident in a BTL property is likely to
live there for at least 3 years and over. This
means, there are no voids and a new tenant can
be found with sufficient time in advance.

High Returns on Cash
Buy-to-Let properties provide some of the best
yields and returns on your cash. 

Discounted Properties
With the current market conditions such as rising
levels of unemployment, less people are likely
to be purchasing properties which means there
is less competition and therefore better
negotiation on the property asking price.
PropertyWiser specialise in negotiating some of
the best deals in the market. 

Amenities
BTL properties typically are in towns closer to
amenities such as local shops, parks, etc. This
makes renting a property within these locations
more attractive. 

Leverage & Outsource
One of the advantages of investing in BTL is that
you can completely outsource the entire
process by working with a local property
investment partner such as PropertyWiser that
can provide you with an end-to-end fully project
managed investment service from finding a
property, getting it refurbished and finding
tenants making it a hands-free investment. 
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WHY INVEST IN BUY-TO-LET 'S
9 Reasons  to  Invest  in  Buy-to-Let

850 out of the Forbes

1000 have made their

money through property.
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WHERE TO F IND YOUR BTL 'S
Find ing great  investments  for  h igh  returns !

UK Private Rented 

Sector investment to 

reach £75 billion by 2025.
[Knight Frank 2019 Report]

SUMMARY OF F INDINGS
More people are looking away
from London to invest in the
Midlands and the North.

Midlands has seen some of the
highest price growth with
average of around 4.5%

UK's private rented sector is
rapidly growing.

Leicester has seen the highest
% growth year on year.

UK REGIONAL OUTLOOK

Choosing the location of your investments along
with the tenant demand are two of the most
important things to consider as part of your Buy-
to-Let investment. Smart investors want to know
which area's are performing as the hot-spots for
rental demand or  which areas/locations could
be a potential for the future investments. 

Whilst you can invest in Buy-to-Let's anywhere
in the country, some area's work better than
others in financial terms. Locations such as
London carry a premium and a BTL investment
in London may only yield around 1 or 2%. Most
investors in London choose to invest in the
Midlands and North due to increase in regional
development, inward investment and most
importantly, better returns on their money. 

MIDLANDS

Locations such as Leicester, Nottingham,
Coventry, Birmingham and Derby are
increasingly becoming a popular choice for
many investors in London. The Midlands plays a
huge role in the UK economy with
Manufacturing at it's core, and the government
investing heavily in the growth of these cities. 

The East Midlands has the fastest growing
economy of any region in the UK according to
the latest report from Ernst & Young in Feb 2020
thanks to its central location and unrivalled links
to the rest of the country.

Leicester has seen some of the highest amounts
of capital appreciation in the last year with an
increasing amount of inward investment from
the international authorities such as the
European Space Agency, and it's central location
to two of the largest industrial parks in the
country means it plays a huge role in the supply
chain. 

The East Midlands airport is the busiest 'pure'
cargo airport in the UK and serves as an
important international link for supply chain. 

Properties in Leicestershire & Nottinghamshire
currently provide excellent returns on cash with
strong projections on  the growth of property
prices over the next few years. With a commute
of just 1 hour from London by train, these
locations are easily accessible for commuters
and attracts talented professionals, workers and
families seeking affordability into these cities. 
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WHERE TO F IND YOUR BTL 'S
Find ing great  investments  for  h igh  returns !

TOP TIPS FOR DECIDING ON
YOUR INVESTMENT AREA

Location
Choose a location that offers a commute time
between 45-90 mins, that has great yields (6%
and upwards), and most importantly, provides a
good return on cash (10% and upwards). 

Tenant Demand
It's important to speak to a property investment
consultant along with local letting agents within
the chosen area of investment to get an idea of
rental demand. 

Tenant Demographic
It is worth considering the type of Tenants that
you would like to have in your investment.
Providing a home to someone is a great deal in
itself, but by knowing your tenant demographic,
you can adjust the decor and features within a
property to suit that tenant type and make it a
desirable place for them to live in.

Local Regeneration
Local regeneration and development into the
area will drive increase in employment levels,
increase in population and greater demand for
rental properties. 

Continual Housing Stock
It's also worth considering, if you are looking to
grow your portfolio of properties that the chosen
area of investment continues to have a good
stock of available housing that can be
purchased. This prevent's you from investing in a
'scatter-gun' fashion and helps you understand
the area better. 

THE NORTH

The northern cities of Leeds, Liverpool, Sheffield,
and Manchester represent a popular choice for
many investors where property prices are much
lower and the areas are hugely popular with
tenant demand. 

The property prices have rose up to some of it's
highest levels in the last 12 months and with the
increase in rental yields, these area's attract
investors from London due  to it's attractive
affordable prices. 

The North-west region has seen particularly
higher inward investments and represent a huge
opportunity for capital growth over the next few
years. 

LONDON

The capital city is the financial centre of the
country and represents some of the most
expensive housing stock in the country. 

Investing in London has a huge benefit in terms
of capital appreciation, and is a great way to
'park' the cash if it isn't required for a long term.
Even with some of the lowest returns on cash,
investing in London will still provide a better
return than the highest paid ISA savings account. 

The private rented households in

England has risen from a total of

just over two million households in

2000 to a total of 4.55 million

households as of 2019. 
[Statista UK]



BUY-TO-LET INVESTMENT T IPS
Tips  and Best  Pract ices  

TIPS & BEST PRACTICES

Seek specialist advice
You should get some specialist advice from
expert property investment consultants to draw
out a plan. 

Play the long-game
Property investment is a long term wealth
building strategy so let the capital appreciation
and compounding do it's magic!

Investment area
Choose an area of investment that has strong
rental demand, and plans for growth. It's also
important to consider specific areas within a
town or city as opposed to looking at the whole
area. Detail is key in this instance. 

Research the area
It's worth speaking to local letting agents to get
an idea about the area, and pick up any
specialist information. Local property investment
consultants will also be of great knowledge. 

Local Investment
Think about the type of growth and regeneration
the city is likely to go through. This will have a
long term impact on your investment.

Emotion
The investment must stack up in financial terms,
and it's important to leave emotion out of the
picture. It's not the same as buying your own
residential home. 

Refurb
Choose a property that requires minimal amount
of refurbishment. Avoid properties that require
structural work. 

Quality
A good quality refurbishment and layout of the
property can yield high rents. Ensure the
property meets the required legislations.

Strategy - Do you want long term passive
income or short term capital growth or both?
Think about your long term goals.
Budget - How much money you have set
aside for investing? It's also worth
considering whether you intend to purchase
in cash or using a mortgage. 
Distance - Are you planning to invest locally
or away from your town or city?
Location - Have you decided on a location of
where you may consider investing? It's
important to do some of your own research
by visiting the town/city and get a feel for
the area and surroundings.
Hands-on or Hands-off -  Are you planning
to find the investments yourself or looking to
working with an investment partner?
Knowledge - Do you understand about the
UK property market and have enough
understanding around Buy-to-let's? This
guide will certainly help you but it's great to
take some professional advice. 
Demographic  - Have you thought about
what type of Tenant demographic you want
to target  for your investment? 

THINGS TO CONSIDER 
- QUESTIONNAIRE

Ask yourself the following questions before
embarking upon on your investment. This will
help you decide and choose the right type of
investment that suits you.

The Private Rented Sector remains

the second largest sector within

the UK housing market and can

offer opportunities to scale

investment, long-term cashflow

and better portfolio diversification.
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TOP 5  REASONS TO INVEST NOW
 The per fect  s torm
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#1 Slow-down in economy & falling
house prices
The slow-down primarily caused world-wide
down to the Coronavirus pandemic has forced
major disruption in economies around the world.
A slow-down in economy has led consequently
to  a fall in house prices. According to
Nationwide, UK house prices fell at fastest rate
in May since 2009 amid coronavirus crisis.

#2 Low Interest Rates
Access to lending for property investment is at
it's most accessible it has been for many years.
The savers have received bad news in May 2020
as the Bank of England rate was cut back to the
all time low of 0.1% and may remain low for a
few years along with lowering rate of inflation
(expected to fall down to 0.5% in 2020. Since
March 2020, the savings rates are the lowest
since banks entire 326 year history.

#3 Rise in Unemployment
As a direct result of the coronavirus crisis,
employers have had to make significant cut
backs which inevitably resulted in rising levels of
job losses and unemployment. Due to the job
losses, people aren't able to purchase their
homes which has  led to  a lesser demand and
falling property prices. Great news for the savvy
investor!

#4 The Power of Leverage
Property investment is considered to be one of
the most secure and stable asset classes. This is
the reason why banks and lenders are happy to
give you up to 75% of the money to purchase an
income producing asset with only a small 25%
deposit.

#5 Passive Income
Property provides you with multiple streams of
income: Rental Income, Capital Appreciation and
Rental Value Appreciation. Once the property
has been purchased and let out, the property
will truly produce passive income and build your
wealth over a long term.



We work with you in outlining your goals,
aspirations and work out a bespoke investment
plan. We source and acquire properties in line

with your goals.

We pick up the keys and project manage the full
refurbishment of the property through our

trusted local trades team. 
A typical refurb may consist of:

Kitchen, Bathroom, Electrics, Plumbing,
Decoration, Damp works, furniture & fittings (if

required) .

We manage the lettings process with our trusted
local letting agent until the property is tenanted.

We maintain complete transparency throughout
the process through regular communication. You
benefit from a monthly cash-flow, equity in the
property, and long term capital appreciation

from your investment hassle-free.

We project manage the legal conveyancing
process until completion.  

01

02

03

04

05

BENEFITS OF WORKING
WITH US

Manit Pitroda

PropertyWiser offers a complete end-to-end fully project managed property portfolio
building service to existing and new investors. Whether you are looking for passive
income or  financial independence by making your money work harder for you, the
portfolio building service is right for you if you are a busy professional who does not have
the time, and want a hassle-free service to build a property portfolio.  

PropertyWiser Managing Director Manit Pitroda has previously
managed multi-million pound engineering projects in the corporate
industry. Coming from an engineering and project management
background he takes a methodical and meticulous approach
towards each investment opportunity. With his wealth of
experience and knowledge, projects are delivered on time and to
budget against the investor's capital outlay, ensuring the property
is tenanted to generate income quicker. 

We actively monitor the rental values, quality of properties and rental yields within  the
areas to ensure an optimum level of refurbishment can be planned to ensure better
returns on money.  We are extremely passionate about the service we provide  and
committed to you in achieving your individual goals by helping people achieve financial
security using property as an investment vehicle.

Managing Director and 
Property Trader
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What is a Buy-to-Let
A Buy-To-Let (BTL), also referred to as single let is a property that has been let out for rent for a single
person or family.

What is Yield?
Yield is calculated by multiplying the total rent per month x 12 months and divided by the purchase
price of the property. For example, a house that has a purchase price of £125,000 and has a monthly
rental income of £750 will give a yearly income of £9,000 (£750 x 12 months). The yield in this case
would be £9000/£125,000 which gives 7.2%. This is generally calculated as a gross value. I would
however recommend, that as an investor, the more important metric to look out for is the ROCE (Return
on Capital Employed).

What is Return on Cash or Capital Employed (ROCE)?
In simple terms, this is the Return on your cash. This is calculated as follows: Total net cashflow (Rent
minus any expenses) / divided by the Total cash that is required for the purchase of property (Deposit
plus any refurbishment cost). For example, a property with  a purchase price of £125,000 will require a
deposit of £31,250 (25% of Purchase price). The purchase cost plus legals may be at £15,000, and the
Annual Net Income from the property is £4,500. After the refinance of the property, the value is uplifted
to £155,000 and the cash left in the property is approximately £24,500. Therefore ROCE would be
£4,500 (total net annual income) / £24,500 (money left in property after re-finance) = 18.3%. This is a true
measure of an investment. 

What is Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT)?
You must pay Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) if you buy a property or land over a certain price in England
and Northern Ireland. The current SDLT threshold is £125,000 for residential properties and £150,000
for non-residential land and properties.

What makes a good property investment?
There are various factors that make a particular property a good investment. A lot of this is dependant
on the goals of the individual investing. Most investors look for a good return on cash between 8% and
upwards. Most banks or building societies offer less than 0.5% and therefore makes property a great
asset class to invest in. 

Should I be worried about Covid-19?
With every blip in the economy, presents an opportunity for the smart investors. Most millionaires were
made in the last financial crash of 2008. The rising levels of unemployment will force house prices to
drop which presents the best investment opportunity of the decade with house prices discounted by
up to 20%!

Should I be worried about Brexit?
With UK, yet to leave the EU, presents further uncertainty in the global market. This period of
uncertainty forces the government to lower the Bank of England rate in an attempt to boost the
economy. However due to the uncertainty, the house prices are likely to remain low and this has thus
created a buyer's market. 

FAQ SECTION
Answers  to  common quest ions
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What are my responsibilities as a Landlord?
Your responsibilities as a landlord are primarily legal. You are to ensure the property is in an acceptable
state for living, provide tenants with a legal tenancy documentation (which can be outsourced through
a letting agent), and that you maintain the property to the legally required levels whilst a tenant lives in
the property, giving you a monthly passive income. Most of the work can be systemised and
outsourced which makes investing in property truly passive!

Can I invest in property if I don't have time?
There are several property investment companies locally in the area you may be interested, that can
help you through the full project management end-to-end service from finding a good investment
property to refurbishing and getting the property tenanted, which makes the investment completely
hands-free. If you are interested in such a service, please contact us and we can provide guidance. 

Should you buy property in your personal name or under a limited company?
This is dependant on your personal circumstance and we would always recommend to get
independent financial advice on this. 

FAQ SECTION
Answers  to  common quest ions
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By now, you should have a fairly good idea about Buy-to-Let investments and whether property is the
vehicle you would like to choose to secure your financial future. A successful investment will provide
you lifelong rental income, along with capital appreciation on the price of the property itself. The UK is
a highly popular island with  an increasing population, and has a huge shortage on housing, which over
the long term will continue to push the house prices upwards. 

As the UK property sector continues to grow, the Buy-to-Let sector also grows. What you need to ask
yourself is: Do you have the relevant budget at your disposal? Have you identified your long term goals
and are happy to receive great returns on your money over the long term? You also need to think
about how you intend to manage the investment, and whether you will require the help of an agent? If
your answer is yes to the questions above, investing in Buy-to-let is the right choice of investment for
you. 

Buy-to-let investment forms the basis of wealth building through property. For many investors,
investing in Buy-to-Let has provided them with financial independence and the lifestyle they desired
whether it was to generate a secondary income, provide a future for their family, go on holidays, or
spend it on items you have always desired. 

Whilst the overall trend for property price is upwards, the current market provides a unique
opportunity in itself and is an ideal time for investors to take advantage of the market. If you would like
to get involved, please contact us for a friendly unbiased discussion. 

SUMMARY & NEXT STEPS
Secure  your  f inanc ia l  fu ture !
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For more information visit: www.propertywiser.co.uk
Email us at:  info@propertywiser.co.uk 

LONDON  |  LEICESTER


